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MISSION BAY COLLECTION
NO OBJECTIVE IS IMPOSSIBLE

CASE
46 mm Ø steel, screw crown
and back
MOVEMENT
Japanese automatic

WR
100 m / 10 ATM

STRAP
Silicone, black

At a glance, it is instantly apparent this timepiece has been designed for performing
in the water, on land and in the skies. It comes across loud and clear. Mission Bay
has a bold character, a masculine appearance and the total black look for those
who know what they want and how to get it. Always, in any situation: no objective is
impossible for this chronograph designed with action in mind. The attitude is made
of steel, as is the 46-millimeter case with a supersize screw crown. The style accent
is placed on the bright red or green luminous indices and hands which contrast
against the black. Mission Bay is the loyal, reliable companion for any feat, thanks
to its resistance to 10 atmospheres and the wealth of information displayed on the
multifunction instrument dial. Its DNA is one hundred percent Nautica Watches: this
is revealed by the 12 iconic flags from the nautical alphabet marking the indices.
And the knowledge you can depend on it. Always.

DIAL
Black, luminous red and green
hands and indices, adjustable
minute bezel: chronometer indices
at 30 minutes, partial time, date
and 24 hours

ABOUT NAUTICA Nautica® is a global lifestyle brand for men, women, and children with categories that range from sportswear,
accessories, outerwear, footwear, fragrance and a complete home collection. Founded in 1983, Nautica started with six outerwear
styles and has grown into a renowned brand offering classic nautical style for all occasions. Drawing from the essence of the water &
the currents of the world, Nautica offers nautical inspired style that is iconic, yet modern and innovative in its fit, feel, and function.
Today, Nautica is one of the most recognized American brands in the world, across 35 categories and in more than 65 countries.
Nautica has more than 360 freestanding stores globally and 1,421 Nautica branded shop-in-shops worldwide.
ABOUT TIMEX GROUP TIMEX GROUP designs, manufactures and markets innovative timepieces and jewelry globally. Founded in
1854, Timex is part of Timex Group, a privately-held company with numerous brands and over 5,000 employees worldwide and is one
of the largest watchmakers in the world. For more information, visit www.timexgroup.com.

